ReaderTT.config = {"pagecount":1,"title":"THE TRIGON CAPER","author":"","subject":"THE TRIGON CAPER","keywords":" Sanitized Copy Approved for Release 2010/08/09: CIA-RDP90-00552R000201930011-6   THE NEW REPUBLIC   4 October 1980   ARTICLE A1-TVLTR3D   The dirty tricks department.   . ? Teiao Caper   \"The Brotherhood\" is a fraternity of the political right   and outcasts from the intelligence-defense establish-   ment, seeking to save the US government from a   Soviet network of \"moles,\" agents, and dupes they   perceive as sapping the fiber of American security and   threatening to hand the world to the Kremlin on the   silver platter of detente. As this episode will reveal, it   can organize a cabal blending fact and fiction to depict a   high American official as a traitor in a spy thriller,   plant the same idea in a newspaper article, then   manipulate its allies on Capitol Hill to make the plot   come alive in real life.   The Brotherhood uses the covert weapons of its   craft-information and disinformation, whispered   secrets and published sensations. One of its psycholog-   ical missiles was recently MIRVed to strike succes-   sively at two priority targets: Henry Kissinger, once   described by ex-CIA counterintelligence chief James   Angleton as \"objectively a Soviet agent\"; and David L.   Aaron, once Kissingers arms control expert, now the   Mondale-sponsored deputy to Zbigniew Brzezinski in   the National Security Council.   The \"missile\" was a piece of microfilm (now missing)   that was furnished to the CIA in April 1977 by one of   its prize agents, a cable-clerk in the Soviet Foreign   Ministry in Moscow, code-named \"Trigon.\" It pur   ported to be the copy of a cable from Ambassador   Anatoli Dobrynin reporting on a conversation with   recently retired ex-secretary of state Henry Kissinger   on the morning of April 11.   Kissinger was represented as ridiculing Carter   administration proposals for a new approach to the   SALT II negotiations aimed at concrete reductions in   existing levels of nuclear weapons. According to- the   \"Dobrynin Telegram,\" Kissinger called President Car-   ter a prisoner of his own \"human rights illusions\" and   Brzezinski \"an ideological dogmatist.\" He said that he   had not been consulted on the new proposals and   would have opposed them, knowing better than   anyone else what Ae Russians could accept.   \"Trigon\"a   guarded seer,   ment, until I   subterranean.   tents were shared with Richard Perle, staff assistant to   anti-SALT senator Henry M. Jackson, by a CIA arms   control analyst, David S. Sullivan. The brilliant but   impulsive Sullivan, unable to persuade his agency to   support his view that the Russians were cheating on   the SALT I treaty limits, also gave Perle a copy of his   secret report based on the monitoring of Soviet weap-   ons tests.   To a uthenticatethe \"Dobrynin Telegram,\" Sullivan-   so he told Perle-asked the National Security Agency   whether it was consistent with monitored traffic from   the Soviet Embassy, and was told that a coded message   of approximately that length had been sent on that   date. Sullivan was going dangerously farin his dissent.   Dismissed in mid-1978 by CIA director Stansfield   Turner, Sullivan joined the fraternity of embittered   outsiders-along with Angleton, ex-director Richard   Helms, and young ideologues like Sven Kraemer, a   former NSC staffer who is the son of Fritz Kraemer,.   Kissinger's postwar mentor. United in viewing the   \"insiders\" as oblivious to the national interest and the   Soviet menace, they gravitated toward the Reagan   camp, making contact with advisers like Richard V.   Allen and John Lehman. Sullivan joined the staff of the   right-wing New Hampshire senator, Gordon Humph-   rey.   This set the stage for the launching of the Trigon   missile, which I first heard about in Detroit early in   July, a few days before the opening of the Republican   convention. Senator Jesse Helms was leading a cam-   paign to bar Kissinger from addressing the conven-   tion,branding him as a symbol of all things perni-   ciously un-Reaganesque-detente with the Russians,   friendship with Peking, and a self-crippling SALT'   treaty. The senator's aide, John Carbaugh, told report-4   ers that Kissinger was about to be exposed as having   served Soviet interests..   Sure enough, the following Monday morning, July   14, as the convention opened, Newsweek broke the sen-   sational story of the CIA's \"top-grade spy\" who had   given the CIA-Tong-suppresseFI dope on Kissinger's   meeting with Dobrynin. Newsweek correspondent   David L. Martin was frank to say it had come from   enemies of Kissinger. Jack Anderson followed with a   column on the same subject. Some reporters were told   they could get more details from David Sullivan, who'   was circulating a memo on the subject.   What most surprised Carter aides was that Kissin-   ger was represented as advising that the new adminis-   tration would not''hold out for \"equal aggregates\"of   strategic weapons, which he himself had helped to   negotiate. The authenticity of the dispatch was a sub   ject of hot dispute among the few officials privy to it. It   was, in any event, the last contribution of \"Trigon,\"   believed to have been spotted as an American spy in   Cb   the summer of 1977 and eliminated. (Some.reports   .have _c Sanitized Copy Approved for Release 2010/08/09: CIA-RDP90-00552R000201930011-6  ","creator":"","producer":"iText® 5.5.5 ©2000-2014 iText Group NV (AGPL-version)","creationdate":"D:20161222034100Z","moddate":"D:20161222034100Z","trapped":"","fileName":"document.pdf","bounds":[[935,1210]],"bookmarks":[],"thumbnailType":"jpg","pageType":"html","pageLabels":[]};
